The Country That Shouldn’t Be

Unnatural Political Borders

Significant Minority Areas

Regionally Isolating Terrain

No Ocean Access
Resulting Power-Base Ethnicity

- Baluch
- Hazara
- Pashtun
- Saya
- Tajik
- Uzbek
French LNO CD
ANA Training DVD
Performance Oriented Training Model

Performance Oriented Training with focus on troop leading procedures; the orders process, duties and responsibilities, training management, personnel management, supply accountability and management, mission analysis and the military decision making process.

Kandak Leadership assumes responsibility for planning training and operations.

Initial issue of CIF minimum, week 6 leadership receives the balance of equipment for accountability, and issue. This will build bond with the leadership. Issue AK47 at KMTC for solder to take with them. Will not have to re-zero.
Unit Disposition / Activity As Of: 200530Z MAY04

**TOTAL 3130 ANA**

**MAIMANA (1/1 & 5/2)**
- 605 ANA
- 4 TF HQ
- 18 TERPS

**HERAT (1/2, 2/2, 3/2)**
- 889 ANA
- 2 BSB (Medics)
- 9 TERPS

**QALA NAW (3/2)**
- 154 ANA
- 2 TERPS

**TARIN KOWT (2/3/2)**
- 100 ANA
- 2 TERPS

**DEH-RAWOD (2/3)**
- 84 ANA
- 2 TERPS

**GERESHK (2/3)**
- 87 ANA
- 0 TERPS

**KANDAHAR (2/3, 3/1/2 & 3/1)**
- 258 ANA
- 7 TERPS

**SPIN BULDAK (2/1/1/2)**
- 36 ANA
- 1 TERPS

**QALAT (1/1/1/2)**
- 34 ANA
- 1 TERPS

**LWARA (3/3/1)**
- 54 ANA
- 2 1ST ETT
- 1 TERPS

**GARDEZ (3/1)**
- 164 ANA
- 4 1ST ETT
- 5 TERPS

**ZORMAT (3/1)**
- 110 ANA
- 3 1ST ETT
- 2 TERPS

**ORGUN-E (3/1)**
- 121 ANA
- 4 1ST ETT
- 2 TERPS

**SHINKAY (2/3)**
- 118 ANA
- 3 TERPS

**MES (5/3)**
- 220 ANA 5/3
- 6 TERPS

**2/3 Redeploy from KAF**
- 96 ANA
- 1 TERPS

**Unit Disposition / Activity As Of: 200530Z MAY04**

Sherbergan

ZORMAT (3/1)
- 110 ANA
- 3 1ST ETT
- 2 TERPS

ORGUN-E (3/1)
- 121 ANA
- 4 1ST ETT
- 2 TERPS

**TOTAL 3130 ANA**
Dey Chopan
RPG Fishing
Kandak Fielding Model

- Officer
  - Basic Training
  - NCO
    - Mobile Training Team (MTT) (8 Weeks)
- Train soldiers and leaders
- Skills Training for leaders, soldiers & units
- Coach, teach and mentor leaders & units

10 Weeks
8 Weeks

Opportunity Training
Embedded Training Teams (ETT)

Available for Employment

Time